Abstract-Efficiently utilizing limited peer upstream bandwidth is one of key challenges in P2P streaming. Many mechanisms have been proposed to address this issue by considering peer availability, data redundancy, and priority encoding schemes. In this paper, we investigate this issue from a unique aspect: how to place video data at peers with various upstream capacities in order to better utilize their upstream bandwidth. We propose several effective placement solutions. Our analysis and simulation results show the efficacy of the proposed solutions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Real-time media streaming has become one of the most popular applications on the Internet. Current video streaming systems can be classified into three types of architectures: client-server models over unicast or multicast networks, Content Distribution Networks (CDNs) and Peer-to-Peer (P2P) streaming networks. Due to its cost-effective nature of P2P streaming, it becomes the most promising solution of efficient large-scale streaming. One of key challenges in P2P streaming is to efficiently utilize the limited contribution of peer buffer space and upstream bandwidth. Another key challenge is the dynamic nature of peers. Peer upstream bandwidth remains as a bottleneck in P2P streaming, although storage becomes cheaper and cheaper. Therefore, in this paper, we focus on the first challenge and propose intelligent video placement schemes to maximize the utilization of peer upstream bandwidth. We will further extend this work and address both challenges in our future work.
Many schemes have proposed to address reliability, quality adaptation, and scalability in P2P both live and on-demand streaming [4] - [10] . We consider on-demand service of stored videos in this paper. We investigate video placement schemes with respect to peer upstream capacities to better utilize their upstream bandwidth. We propose several effective placement solutions, and further evaluate these schemes via analysis and simulation.
In this following, we first introduce the system setting in Section 2, and present the proposed placement schemes in Vicky Zeng is a graduate student at the Dept. of Electrical and Computer Engineering, University of Hawaii. Contact author, Yingfei Dong is with the faculty of the Dept of Electrical and Computer Engineering, University of Hawaii. Email: yingfei@hawaii.edu, FAA: 01-808-956-3448, Mailing address: Holmes Hall 483, 2504 Dole St., Honolulu, HI 96822, USA. . Section 3. We further evaluate the performance of the proposed schemes in Section 4 and conclude this paper in Section 5.
II. II. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

A. Architecture
To support large-scale on-demand streaming, we propose to improve system capacity by exploiting limited clients' upstream bandwidth and buffer space, and to provide stable quality in client streaming. Different from the previous approaches, we focus on efficient schemes for minimizing server load and ensuring streaming quality in a two-level hybrid architecture.
In this paper, we use a hybrid streaming architecture that integrates CDN and P2P networks [5] [10], as shown in Fig.1 . The architecture takes advantage of the high availability of CDNs and the scalability of P2P networks. At the upper lever, an overlay network (i.e., a CDN) is used to deliver videos from a central server to proxy servers, which then deliver to the lower level, collaborative peer networks, which consist of supplying peers who commit cache and bandwidth to assist the video delivery. In such a local network, a proxy server acts as a coordinator for directing supplying peers to service incoming requests. Video data are pushed to supplying peers to reduce the load of the proxy server. Proxy servers provide directory service for local clients and schedule streaming sessions to deliver video data to clients with the help of supplying peers. In the paper, we investigate effective placement schemes in a local collaborative network to fully exploit peer upstream bandwidth. As shown in Fig.2 , we have the fixed proxy sever service capacity S s and the potential high peer service capacity S p from supplying peers. Since a proxy usually caches much more video data than supplying peers, we want to maximally utilize S p such that S s can be shared by other requests that can not served by peers. 
B. Placement Problem
Current P2P streaming approaches mostly consider the scalability and reliability issues, e.g., the authors in [9] proposed a scheme to explore multiple-description coding to reduce quality distortion. They consider the number of copies to make and distribute them among peers in a round-robin fashion. In this paper, we point out that a round-robin placement is not fit for peers with various upstream capacities. We argue that more careful placement schemes are needed to further improve the utilization of peer upstream bandwidth. Intuitively, when data from two popular videos compete for upstream bandwidth at a supplying peer, we see more conflicts than between a popular video and a less popular one. Fig.3 shows the importance of careful placements. Assume we have four videos with mean request rate 0.6, 0.5, 0.2, and 0.1, respectively. We have two peers with one unit of upstream bandwidth. When we do not consider the competition carefully, we may have a placement like (a), in which peer 1's upstream may be not sufficient to service the two popular videos, and peer 2's upstream bandwidth may be underutilized since it buffers two less popular videos. A careful placement such as case (b) may make the upstream bandwidth of both peer 1 and 2 highly utilized such that the overall peer contribution is better than case (a). Therefore, when we determine where to push a copy, we need to consider not only the available upstream bandwidth at a peer but also the competition of different video data on its upstream bandwidth. In the following, we focus on this issue and investigate the effective placement schemes to fully utilize peer upstream bandwidth.
Definitions and Assumptions. The proposed system supports on-demand service for a fixed set of N v videos and the popularities of videos follow a Zipf distribution. We assume that we do not know arrival times a priori; the inter-arrival times of a video j follow an exponential distribution with a mean rate λ j , 1 ≥ j ≥ N v . To deal with peer dynamics and limited upstream capacities, we used a layered Multiple Description (MD) [3] for video encoding. A video is encoded into multiple descriptions and these descriptions are redundantly stored at different peers to ensure data availability. (We assume that each description is corresponding to one buffer slot and one upstream unit at a peer.) Each description can be decoded independently. The more descriptions are received at the destination, the better the streaming quality achieves. MD is naturally fit for highly dynamic and unreliable P2P streaming environments. For ease of illustration, we assume that all videos have the same number of descriptions, and the bandwidth of a description is U 0 . (To further simplify the discussion, we use one description per video in our examples.)
We have N s supplying peers in a collaborative network. Supplying peer i commits a buffer space of b i slots and an up stream bandwidth of u i units for assisting a proxy server to deliver videos. Here, buffer slots are the same size, i.e., a buffer slot holds a video description; an upstream bandwidth unit can used to deliver a video description at rate U 0. An upstream unit can also be viewed as an upstream channel to deliver a video description. We assume that we have sufficient bandwidth between peers in local networks, while the peer upstream bandwidth is the common bottleneck. Supplying peers are willing to contribute for a long period of time for improving its status/priority in the system, e.g., to gain the quality assurance for its future sessions.
Placement Problem: Given a set of videos, {v 1 , v 2 , v Nv } and their associated mean request rates, a set of peer with upstream {u 1 , u 2 ,…,u Ns } and buffer capacity {b 1 ,b 2 , …, b Ns }, respectively, we want to find an effective placement approach such that the peer contribution is maximized, i.e., the utilization of peer contributed upstream bandwidth is maximized. As shown in Fig.4 , a placement is a one-to-many mapping from videos to peer buffer space. 
III. EFFICIENT PLACEMENT SCHEMES
In this section, we investigate efficient placement schemes for fully exploiting peer upstream bandwidth. Because we need to determine the number of copies to make and where to store them in a placement, we investigate the placement schemes in the following two cases to examine the efficiencies of different placement methods: 1) two-step schemes first determine the number of copies of videos and then distribute these copies to peers; 2) a unified scheme considers both the number copies to make and where to store at the same time to fully exploit peer upstream bandwidth. For the first case, we proposed a request-rate-based placement scheme, and then compare its performance with a round-robin method [9] in various settings. For the second case, we develop a utilizationbased scheme that reduces competition at peers and fully utilizes peer contributions.
A. Two-step Placement Schemes
A two-step placement scheme first determines the number of copies for a video. In this paper, we choose the number of copies to make for a video proportional to its requesting rate, i.e., the number of copies for video j, C j , is defined as
The second step is to assign the copies to supplying peers. In the following, we first discuss a round-robin placement as in [9] . To improve its performance, in this paper we further propose a bandwidth-based scheme. Round-robin placement. A round-robin placement approach was proposed in [9] using multiple-description coding to reduce quality distortion. It used a dynamic-programming approach to determine the number of copies of each video description to make. It then sorted video copies based on their expected access rates and distributes them among peers in a round-robin fashion. We enhance the round-robin algorithm as:
1) We sort videos in a descending order by λ j ; then determine the number of copies of the videos {C 1 , …, C Nv }. 2) We define a video index I(j, n) for the nth copy for video j as:
3) We define a buffer index J(t, i) for the tth buffer slot of peer i as: • We first create an indicator matrix Id with max{b i } columns and N p rows. We set up the indicator of each cell:
• Then we calculate the buffer index as: ( 4) We then place the video copy with index m into the peer buffer with index m.
Bandwidth-based placement. Because a round-robin placement does not consider the upstream capacities of peers, it is not fit for peers with various upstream capacities. Therefore, we develop several placement schemes that exploit the peer upstream differences to improve their utilization in the following. As storage space becomes much cheaper, the upstream bandwidth will be the key limitation in peer contribution. We have also found that, when peer buffer space is beyond certain size, increasing the buffer size of a peer usually helps very little in improving its contribution, due to its limited upstream bandwidth. We summary key notations used in the following discussion in this Table 1 . Each upstream bandwidth units is used a channel for delivery. For a peer, one of its channels can be used for delivering any buffer video descriptions; we have c i videos compete for a channel at peer i with a total expected access rate a i , while video j buffered at the peer accesses a channel with an expected access rate r j . We estimate the For the whole system, the total bandwidth requirement of video j, denoted as D j , can be estimated based its arrival rate
To satisfy the requirement, we assign peers to buffer copies of the video. In the placement process, after assigning copies of video j to peers, these copies are able to provide a service bandwidth for requests of video j, , where α ci,t , the expected upstream units that the copy c i , t obtains. Assume that the bandwidth shared among the copies at a peer i is proportional to its requesting rate per upstream channel, r ci,t , then α ci,t is computed as follows:
where r ci,t is the corresponding expected access rate of video j, i.e., r j . To determine which video we should buffer next in the placement scheme, we estimate the current remaining bandwidth requirement of video j, denoted as s j , and s j =D j -w j . . We first design a bandwidth-based placement that considers both the access rates of different video copies at peers and the differences among upstream capacities of peers. The basic idea is to evenly distribute requesting bandwidth among peers with respect to their upstream capacities. To achieve this, we first divide peers into classes based on their upstream capacities, because we usually have only several types of peers, e.g., connected through DSL/Cable modem or Ethernet. Within a class, we allocate buffer slots at peers to cache videos proportional to their request rates.
To process a class, we first sort peers based on their current buffer capacities; for the peers with the same buffer capacity, we sort them based on the total access rates of its buffered videos (i.e., their current loads). We then allocate videos to the sorted peers, one-by-one from high to low based on their remaining bandwidth requirements. For a video j, we allocate C j copies to the sorted peers in the class, where C j is determined by the number of copies for each video in this class based on their expected arrival rates, λ j , 1 ≥ j ≥ N, and the total buffer capacity of peers in this class as introduced in the above. And so on, until all videos are processed or all buffers of these peers are allocated.
The bandwidth-based placement scheme is as follows: we first divide peers into classes based on upstream capacities. We choose to process the classes from the one with the lowest upstream capacities to the highest. We choose to process the classes from the one with the lowest upstream capacities to the This full text paper was peer reviewed at the direction of IEEE Communications Society subject matter experts for publication in the ICC 2007 proceedings.
highest. The key reason is that the high-upstream classes provide us room to adjust the placement in the later rounds. For the same reason, in a class, we start from the peers with the fewest number of buffer slots. For a class, we process as follows 1) Select a video j with the highest remaining bandwidth
2) Determine the number copies of video j based on its request rate, C j , and the total number of buffer slots of the class. 3) Sort the peers based on their current buffer capacities in an ascending order; for the peers with the same current buffer capacity, further sort them based on their access rates. 4) Place the copies of video j to the sorted peers. 5) Go to step 1 until all videos are assigned or all buffer slots are allocated.
B. Utilization-based Placement: one-step scheme
The basic idea is to select a video with the highest remaining bandwidth requirement to assign to supplying a peer with the most available upstream bandwidth. Since the accesses of peers are dependent on each other because they may partially buffer the same data, the utilization of a peer is varied in the process of placement and is not stable until all video copies are allocated. Therefore, although the immediate estimation of peer upstream utilization helps us to determine placement, we can not totally depend on it to achieve efficient placement. To address this issue, we use u i , c i and a i to estimate which peer has the more available upstream bandwidth, based on the following rules: (1) When the buffered videos at a peer are a subset of that of another peer, the later peer tends to have a higher utilization per channel. (2) When two peers buffer the same number of videos while they have different upstream capacities, the one with higher upstream capacity statistically has more available upstream bandwidth. (3) When two peers buffer the same number of videos and they have the same upstream capacity, the one with a lower access rate has more available upstream bandwidth. Our utilization-oriented placement scheme is as follows: 1. Select video j with the highest remaining bandwidth s j . 2. Select peer i from peers with available buffer slots but without a copy of video j. We first choose peer i from these peers with the highest upstream capacity; among the peers with the same upstream capacity, we choose the peer with the fewer number of videos; if we still have a tie, we choose the peer with the lowest access rate. 3. If peer i is not found, select another video with the next highest s and repeat step 2; otherwise, we place a copy of video j to peer i. 4. Repeat step 1 to 3, until all buffer slots at peers are allocated with video copies.
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
A. Performance Analysis of Proposed Schemes
In the following, we first present the analysis of upstream utilization and a numerical example to show that, given a fixed number of copies for each video, different placements yield different utilization. For example, a collaborative network consists of two supplying peers, X and Y as shown in Fig.5 . X has two buffer slots and one upstream channel and Y has three buffer slots and two upstream channels. The network supports the distribution of four videos, A, B, C and D with the average request rate of λ A , λ B , λ C , and λ D per time unit, respectively.
The service rate of a channel is µ request per time unit. The videos have the same length. Again, when a request of a video arrives and multiple peers have a free upstream channel to support this request, we uniformly assign a peer to service to this request. Assume we have a placement in which service peer X buffers video A and B, and service peer Y buffers video A, C and D, as shown in Fig.5 .
Fig.5 An example of a collaborative network
We can derive the system utilization of this system by considering it as a 2D birth-and-death process. We denote X(s)Y(t) as a state in the system when s upstream channels of X are allocated and t upstream channels of Y are allocated. The system will operate in a total of six states, as shown in When the system reaches steady, the mean transition rate into the state is equal the mean transition rate out of it for each state. We denote the stead state probability of state k as P k . We then have six balance equations to express the equilibrium condition. Since the system must operate in one of these states, the sum of P k is equal to one, as denoted in the following. Fig.6 State-transition diagram for the example We obtain transition matrix M by solving these equations for P 0 ,…, P 5 . For a state, if it has n out of three upstream channels allocated, the utilization for the time in this state is n/3. Therefore, the upstream utilization of the whole system is This full text paper was peer reviewed at the direction of IEEE Communications Society subject matter experts for publication in the ICC 2007 proceedings. We further generalize this analysis for a collaborative network with given peer capacities to support a fixed number of videos in [11] . We omit the details due to space limit. Although this model is able to find the optimal placement for maximum system utilization through exhaustive search, the computation overhead is fairly high. Therefore, we further develop the following analysis model to estimate the system utilization.
We compare the analytical model with simulation results to verify the accuracy of the analysis. For a given placement, we first obtain the utilization based on the above analysis. We then run a simulation over 1000 time units and measure the actual upstream utilization. As shown in Table 2 , the differences between the utilization from analysis and the measured utilization in simulations are negligible small. In this comparison, the system setting as follows: we have 50% of class-1 peers and 50% class-2 peers. We have tow testing configurations: (1) a class-1 peer has one upstream channel and three buffer slots; a class-2 peer has three upstream bandwidth and three buffer slots. (2) a class-1 peer has one upstream channel and two buffer slots; a class-2 peer has three upstream bandwidth and three buffer slots. Fig.7 shows the differences between three placement schemes. For a small scale system with six to nine videos and six to ten peers, the proposed approaches have clear advantages over the round-robin scheme. We are improving the efficiency of the simple model and running large scale tests to further validate the advantages over the round-robin scheme. 
B. Simulation
Here we examine the performance advantages of the utilization-based and bandwidth-based placement schemes over round-robin approach. Table 3 shows six simulation settings with different peer upstream bandwidth and buffer capacities used in our eveluation. For each of this setting, we further choose three different system configurations with different number of videos N v and number of peers N p in the system. In simulation 1, we keep the ratio of N p /N v as two and increase N v from 12 to 96. In the second set of simulation, we keep N v as 20, and increase N p from 20 to 580. In the third set of simulation, we keep Np a 160 and increase N v from 20 to 160.
Our simulation results in Table 4 clearly show both schemes outperform the round-robin scheme. Fig.8 shows the results for Setting 1. More simulation results can be found in [11] . This full text paper was peer reviewed at the direction of IEEE Communications Society subject matter experts for publication in the ICC 2007 proceedings. Placement Adjustment. At the end of the placement scheme, we may not be able to place a copy of a video with the highest remaining bandwidth requirement s to a peer with the most available upstream bandwidth, because the peer already has a copy of that video. Although this may affect the placement performance in a network with a small number of peers, but it generally has little impact when the number of peers is large. In the meantime, we propose the following adjustment scheme to deal with such boundary cases.
The basic idea of the adjustment scheme is to replace a buffered copy or switch copies between peers to balance the remaining bandwidth requirement among videos, i.e., making the remaining bandwidth requirements of videos similar. First, we try to replace a copy of the video with the lowest s with a copy of the video with the highest s. The next strategy is to exchange between a copy of the video j with the lowest s from one peer where this copy can compete for more bandwidth and a copy of a video with the highest s from another peer where this copy can only compete for less bandwidth. Then, we reevaluate the total upstream bandwidth utilization after these adjustments to determine if such adjustments are necessary.
Effect of system loads. Our simulations also show that: when the expected load per channel is similar, all placement schemes work well. When different, the utilization based scheme.
More detailed results are presented in a technical report [11] .
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we investigate various placement schemes in order to better utilize their upstream bandwidth. We propose several effective placement solutions. Our analysis and simulation results show the efficacy of the proposed solutions. We will further consider the reliability of the supplying peers to guarantee certain quality. Moreover, we will extend this work into other peer streaming settings.
